
1. Introduction
Father Sebastien Truchet is the originator of the famous 'Truchet
tiles' where two conformations of a square yield pleasing patterns
when they are used as unit tiles of a larger two-dimensional
arrangement [Truchet 1704]. This sketch presents two hexagon-
based extensions of Truchet tilings. Apart from aesthetic appeal,
these patterns are also useful in visualizing randomness (eg. ‘dis-
crete noise’) [Pickover 1989]. 
Other recent literature on the tile patterns include an article by
Cyril Stanley Smith [Smith 1987] and subsequent recreational-
mathematical material by A.K. Dewdney [Dewdney 1989] and
Clifford Pickover [Pickover 1990]. Recent computer art by
Kenneth Huff [Huff 1999] and Michael Trott [Trott 1998] have
employed hexagonal Truchet tile patterns. 

2. Truchet tiles

The above figure shows the Truchet ‘prototiles’ [elementary tiles
that make up the bigger patterns]. Notice that each prototile has a
pair of markings which together bisect all the four tile edges. Any
pair of such 'edge decorations' will do, as long as they terminate at
the midpoints of the edges. This ensures continuity of the decorat-
ing lines as they cross from one tile to another, yielding visually
pleasing patterns that span the tiles. The following figure shows a
6x6 arrangement obtained using the prototiles shown above where
one of the two prototiles has been chosen at random to be placed
at each location.

3. Hexagon-based extensions
The next figure shows the hexagonal analogs of the pair of Truchet
prototiles pictured above. This straightforward extension stems
from the observation that each tile contains alternating 'open' and
'closed' (with incident arcs) corners. Corners 'open' in one confor-
mation are 'closed' in the other. The hexagonal version therefore
contains three arcs in each prototile, again with alternating 'open'
and 'closed' corners. 

The following is a pattern resulting from tiling these 'binary'
hexagonal prototiles.

A more satisfying ‘ternary’ hexagonal extension is the triplet of
prototiles shown below.

Again note that in each prototile, the arc-pairs 'cover' all the mid-
points of the edges, making them tillable. Following is a  pattern
resulting from these prototiles.
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